• Graduate Academy includes new research training group
  Meldung vom: 17.12.2015 15:59

• University of Jena is actively involved in projects against xenophobia and for a quicker integration of refugees
  Meldung vom: 08.12.2015 11:51

• Looking Back: Welcome celebration for incoming doctoral candidates at FSU Jena
  Meldung vom: 08.12.2015 11:45

• Two new research training groups at the FSU Jena
  Meldung vom: 08.12.2015 11:41

• Excellent dissertations wanted!
  Meldung vom: 19.11.2015 14:04

• New seminar series for doctoral candidates of natural and life sciences: “Alternative Careers in Science”
  Meldung vom: 02.11.2015 09:45

• New announcement: Open research projects on several topics in Natural, Life and Computational Sciences
  Meldung vom: 29.10.2015 09:49

• Tender of the DAAD: Doctoral candidates may supervise international bachelor students’ research internships
  Meldung vom: 12.10.2015 16:21

• Chance for Science: Online Platform wants to professionally integrate Scientists who fled to Germany
  Meldung vom: 12.10.2015 16:18

• Awarding ceremony of the FSU teaching price
  Meldung vom: 12.10.2015 16:16

• Funding Day for undergraduates and graduates on 17 November
  Meldung vom: 12.10.2015 16:12

• Three new announcements of FSU Jena: Extension of funding of the doctorate, funding of material resources, research stays abroad
  Meldung vom: 24.09.2015 11:21

• Writer’s oasis is back Second Writing Weeks for doctoral candidates and postdocs at Friedrich Schiller University Jena
  Meldung vom: 14.09.2015 09:19

• Registration for the new qualification programme starts on 16 July
  Meldung vom: 15.07.2015 18:00

• New Board of the Academy and new DR.FSU were elected
  Meldung vom: 13.07.2015 09:31

• Call for Applications: Landesgraduiertenstipendien
  Meldung vom: 06.07.2015 09:32

• Graduate Academy congratulates Prof. Mummendey on high honour - Federal President awards Order of Merit for commitment to young researchers
  Meldung vom: 26.05.2015 09:35

• Final countdown - Science Slammers wanted until 30 April!
  Meldung vom: 13.04.2015 13:11

• Photo competition: Who has the most beautiful doctoral hat in Jena?
  Meldung vom: 13.04.2015 11:52

• Prof. Dr. Uwe Cantner elected as the new Scientific Director of Graduate Academy
  Meldung vom: 23.02.2015 13:28
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